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this vulnerability could allow remote code execution if a user views a
specially crafted web page. an attacker who successfully exploited the

vulnerability could obtain the same user rights as the current user.
users whose accounts are configured to have fewer user rights on the

system could be less impacted than users who operate with
administrative user rights. this security update also resolves two

privately reported vulnerabilities in microsoft office xml encryption
(mime). the vulnerabilities could allow remote code execution if a user

opens a document containing an embedded mime binary that has a
specially crafted type name. an attacker who successfully exploited

these vulnerabilities could execute arbitrary code in the context of the
current user. as i mentioned above that microsoft office xml

encryption (mime) vulnerability had already been patched. but i found
the new vulnerability has the most serious impact. these 2

vulnerabilities could allow remote code execution if a user opens a
document containing an embedded mime binary that has a specially

crafted type name. an attacker who successfully exploited these
vulnerabilities could execute arbitrary code in the context of the

current user. anyway, a lot of people are currently criticizing twitter for
such a big secret hiding! so, i just want to ask people, if you really
don't like twitter for such a big secret, what do you think to such a

public social network? do you think twitter is under political pressure?
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